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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2014-15
10TH March 2015

Committee meeting (see inside)

12th March 2015

World Kidney Day

14th April 2015

Committee meeting

12th May 2015

Committee meeting

15th May 2015

Spring Newsletter Published

11TH July 2015

Ben Nevis charity trek

30th July-2nd August 2015

British Transplant Games

4TH September2015

Newcastle Races

All TKPA meetings to be held in room 138 Education Centre
Freeman Hospital and will begin at 7:00pm prompt
Tea, coffee and biscuits served from 6.45pm
If you wish to attend but require a lift we may be able to organise one.
Please contact me to check if this would be possible.
Keith
07588 724530

Editor’s note
If you are reading the newsletter as a digital copy and are connected to
the internet please be aware I have included a number of articles that
contain hyperlinks to further information. To use hover your cursor over
the link and (control+ left click) to follow the link.
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Electronic edition
Regular readers of the newsletter will have noticed I include additional
online content with the use of hyperlinks to support articles and to give
far more information than I can include in the printed addition.
If you wish to receive the newsletter as a digital addition in future please
contact, Alan Bond membership secretary with your name and mailing
address together with your email address Tel.0191 4281 702 or email
bond504@btinternet.com
Not only does the digital newsletter give enhanced content but also does
away with the cost of postage.
The current and archived newsletters can be viewed on the TKPA website
www.tynesidekpa.org.uk
Keith Vickers
Editor

World Kidney Day - 12 March 2015

This year's theme is “Kidney Health for All”
We will be holding an information stand in the renal department atrium to
speak to people and make them aware of Kidney failure and the effects
on people as well as encouraging the signing of the Organ Donation
Register.
Would you like to help?
Please come along at any time between 9:00am and 4:00pm, you’ll be
most welcome
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Charity Hike on Ben Nevis
Saturday 11th July 2015

After last year’s successful fund
raising trek to the summit of the UKs
highest mountain we are again
heading for the hills this summer, do
you wish to take part or have family
or friends who do?
The TKPA will cover the costs of
transport and accommodation but we
would need you would raise
sponsorship monies for us.
It is anticipated that we will repeat
last year’s arrangements which
worked well, it allowed for those who
couldn’t leave on the Friday to still
attend.
Please let me know if you want more information or wish to confirm a
place.
Travel Friday 10th July mid-afternoon, trek starting 10:00am Saturday,
and returning Sunday 12th July this group chose to camp.
OR
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Leave 4:00am Saturday 11th July, arrive Ben Nevis and start trekking,
Saturday evening spent at the camp site or a local lodge. Returning on
Sunday after breakfast.
http://www.speanbridgehotel.co.uk/
www.glen-nevis.co.uk/campsite
We used these venues last year and found them to suit us perfectly but
we may use a hotel/hostel closer to the pub this year.
Keith Vickers

TYNESIDE KIDNEY PATIENTS' ASSOCIATION (TKPA)
Registered charity No.518767

WHAT WE DO
We support local kidney patients attending the Renal Unit at the Freeman
who have irreversible or chronic kidney disease, often referred to as CKD.
They have life-threatening kidney failure and depend on either dialysis or
a kidney transplant for survival.
We are the only charity to give direct support, which is done
in several ways, these include:
 Holding meetings in which patients can give each other support.
 Arranging specialist talks to help renal patients understand their
health problems and treatments.
 Arranging outings and social events.
 Giving practical advice on a range of things such as arranging
holidays for dialysis patients.
 Offering telephone support from experienced patients
 Sending out a regular Newsletter.
Donating money to the Welfare Fund so renal social workers can give
immediate financial assistance to patients and their families.
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 Supplying extra items to the
renal wards for the benefit of all
patients.
 Working with hospital staff to
develop the best services for
patients possible.
 Encouraging people to join the
organ donation register
We do not have a subscription but depend on both donations and fund
raising to finance our activities.
The TKPA is also affiliated to the National Kidney Federation (NKF) who
sends out a magazine called Kidney Life and do a lot of work to promote
the development of national renal services.
Keith Vickers
Secretary
07588 724530
tkpa.secretary@gmail.com
tynesidekpa.org.uk

Fund raising stalls
We have a tombola, jewellery and gift
stall on the 1st Friday and 3rd Tuesday
of every month situated in the Renal
Centre Atrium opposite WH Smiths.
These raise important funds for our
charity but they also give us the
opportunity to talk with patients and
give them any help they may need
particularly if they are new to the
Freeman Hospital.
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If you have any spare time and would like to help us please contact
Joan Longstaff 0191 2576650
If you have any gifts that you wish to donate as tombola or raffle prizes
we will be happy to accept at the stalls or at the ward clerks station on
ward 31 at other times (Mon-Fri 9am-5pm)

KINDLES E-BOOK READER
The Committee have agreed that we will be buying some 'Kindle' type
appliances for Kidney Patients on Haemodialysis to use, because of
infection control etc we are looking to heavily subsidise these 'Kindles
types' so that patients take ownership of them by contributing to the
purchase for a nominal amount.
If you are lucky to get a Transplant then
the agreement is that we will pay you this
amount back so that we can pass the
equipment onto another Haemodialysis
Patient. For Patients who are blind on
dialysis the intention is for a committee
member to help up load Audible books of
your liking so that you can listen to this
while dialysing. There will also be one for
New Patients that will have uploaded
information that you may find useful when
starting Haemodialysis.
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DO YOU WISH TO COMPETE AT THE
BRITISH TRANSPLANT GAMES
Would you like to get involved with The British Transplant Games? Every
year we ae on the lookout for willing volunteers to take on a number of
roles:
Sports Managers /Event
Volunteers Sports Support
Volunteers/Fundraisers
All you need to do is register
online at
www.gmsportal.net/btg.
Find your hospital team and
enter your details. Feel free to
contact your Team Manager
directly to find out about your
team!
Contact Vicky Pettersen 01642
486657
vicky@fhlta.org.uk
https://www.facebook.com/Brit
ishTransplantGames
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?feature=playerdetailpage&v
=eSe3Ob1mWyo
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PatientView provides secure access to your blood tests, clinic letters, and
medicines. You'll find tailored information links, from accurate and
reliable sources. PV2 (2015) introduced secure messaging. We hope it
will help you manage your condition
more effectively.
Who can use PatientView?
Only some place and specialties can use
it but this is growing. See the list here.
If you want to convince your local
service to join, you or they might be
interested in becoming a partner, or in
becoming a new unit of an existing
specialty.
How do I Join?
Contact
Hazel Marchant, Renal Department,
Freeman Hospital. Newcastle
Hazel.Marchant@nuth.nhs.uk
What if I don't use the Internet?
Maybe you have a friend or family member that does? There is often
internet access available in public libraries. Please ensure when using a
public computer that you always safely logout and close the web browser.
What does it cost?
It is free for patients. Participating centres pay a modest subscription.
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Where did it come from?
There is more info about PatientView and its history at
rixg.org/patientview. See History, or Intro to PV first.
If I join, can I change my mind?
Yes you can. If you do, we remove all medical data about you.
https://www.youtube.com/user/renalpatientview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sZm2lWptK0

Malone’s are a local company
based in Gosforth, Newcastle
who over the years have
provided a great deal of support
to the TKPA.
They cover the cost of mailing
this newsletter (300x53p) of
which there are 6 editions a year
as well as surveys. This saving
of approximately £1200 a year ensures funds can be spent where they
are needed, to assist patients via the Welfare Fund and attend social
events.
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Last year’s visit to Newcastle Race Course and the use of their VIP Box
will be repeated again on the 4th September 2015. Not only does this
give patients a free day out but we also raise funds by running a
competition with the attendees, this raised £160.
Malone’s also help us by offering us assistance in our events with the
provision of transport, storage and generators.
On behalf of the TKPA I would like to acknowledge the tremendous help
we get from them and in particularly David Errington and thank them for
their invaluable help and contributions.
Keith Vickers
Secretary

Latest Research into
Adult Polycystic Kidney Disease (ADPKD)
This comes in all sizes, shapes and
flavours. Sometimes it is about how
genes contribute to diseases, sometimes
it is about how certain drugs work, and
sometimes it is a direct question “will this
treatment help prevent or cure this
disease”?
All of these types of research are
important – without the basic
understanding of how faults in the genetic
code are translated into diseases, we
would not be clear about the potential
“targets” for new treatments.
In ADPKD there has been a fair amount of research into all of these
questions but no overwhelming answers as yet. However, I am optimistic
that within a few years we will know a lot more, and the beginnings of a
“fight-back” will have started.
It’s important to remember that it can take up to fifteen years from a
having a “good idea” to arriving at a “widely prescribed treatment”. This
will include time spent on pre-clinical research (in the labs) to clinical
research trials involving patients, to approval. There are many such
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trials in progress; some are for liver cyst patients, some for kidney cyst
patients, and some for both.
Recent published research about new drugs have focussed on why the
cysts in ADPKD start to form, and then to enlarge. Tolvaptan, Octreotide,
and Everolimus have all been tried out in the last five years in patients
with ADPKD and full medical reports have appeared which have detailed
progress and set-backs. It’s fair to say that the beneficial effects of these
drugs, which seemed quite promising when used in animals, have been
somewhat disappointing when used in real patients.
The impact on the progression of the disease (cyst enlargement) has
been modest at best, and sometimes nil. All of these treatments (which,
incidentally are “old” ones, previously used for other medical conditions
e.g. cancer) have potential and real side-effects.
Two important studies which should be reporting fairly soon are known
as “HALT-PKD”. These trials will examine the benefit of reducing blood
pressure in ADPKD, and whether using medicines known as ACE inhibitors
or angiotensin receptor blockers will also prove beneficial in ADPKD.
These types of medicines are already in use and are commonly
prescribed for diabetic patients to prevent kidney disease developing or
progressing. Prescribing these medicines is something that we could
easily do for all patients if the “HALT-PKD” trials give us a clear indication
to do so. For more information visit:
http://cjasn.asnjournals.org/content/5/1/102.full.
This website lists all of the current research projects in ADPKD:
http://www.pkdcure.org/research/drug-development
Currently most of the trials are not taking place within the UK but you
may wish to ask your doctors to let you know if they become aware of
any new trials happening in the UK, so that if you were interested and
eligible, you could be considered for participation in a trail.
One of the goals of the Polycystic Kidney Disease Foundation is to raise
the profile and awareness of research trials. You can find out more by
visiting their website:http://www.pkdcure.org/research/clinicaltrials/awareness
Professor David Goldsmith, Consultant Kidney Doctor
This entry was posted in Research.
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The National Tariff cannot be introduced in its current
form at this stage and its implementation will be delayed.
Monitor has completed its analysis of responses to the statutory
consultation on the proposed rules and prices in the National Tariff for
2015/16.
The analysis shows that around 13% of clinical commissioning groups
(CCGs), 37% of relevant providers by number, and 75% of relevant
providers by share of supply, objected to the proposed method for
determining national prices for NHS services.
Under the legislation governing the NHS payment system, the proposals
cannot be introduced if the proportion of CCGs, or the proportion of
relevant providers (by number or weighted by share of supply), who
object to the method equals or exceeds 51%, unless there is a reference
to the Competition and Markets Authority.
As the share of total tariff income received by the objecting providers
exceeds 51%, the National Tariff cannot be introduced in its current form
at this stage and its implementation will be delayed.
Next steps
Monitor and NHS England are now considering the feedback received
from the consultation and possible next steps, in the context of what the
legislation permits in the event that an objection threshold is breached.
Amongst the options available are engaging with the sector then reconsulting on revised proposals or referring the method to the
Competition and Markets Authority.
Meanwhile, commissioners and providers will be expected to continue
planning for 2015/16 on the basis of the timetable and guidance that has
already been issued.

The following announcement shows that the NKF campaign together with
KPA's, patients and other stakeholders has reversed the Governments
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harmful plans to alter the way Dialysis Services are commissioned in the
UK. The NKF wants to both thank and congratulate all renal patients and
KPA's who played an active part in this campaign. Well done - together
we turned back the almost overwhelming tide.

NHS England will continue to commission specialist renal and morbid
obesity services in 2015-16 after concerns were raised by organisations
including NHS Clinical Commissioners who said patients could be put at
risk if the services were transferred this April.
It said it will keep under review whether to transfer responsibility to
clinical commissioning groups, but any changes would not happen before
April 2016.
Director of commissioning specialised services Richard Jeavons said: “We
all want what is best for patients, and we have listened extremely
carefully to their views and those of CCGs. For the time being we will
continue to directly commission these services, which will give us head
room to work through the proposals in more detail and address the
issues that have been raised with us.”
NHS England has launched a consultation into how it will prioritise which
specialised services and treatments to invest in.
It directly commissions around 145 specialised services. It is now going
to decide which of these it will continue to fund.
The consultation will last for 90 days.
The NHS England board voted to extend the length of the consultation at
their last board meeting in December.
Mr Jeavons said: “We want to ensure patients have access to the very
best innovative, evidence-based treatments and services that are being
developed all the time. We need to get the most out of every pound for
the benefit of patients. They asked us to consult on the principles and
process behind making these decisions, which is exactly what we are
doing.”
This process is looking at the specialist treatments and services that will
be routinely available for groups of patients on the NHS. Clinicians, on
behalf of their patients, will continue to be able to make a request (an
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Individual Funding Request) to NHS England for treatment that is not
routinely available.
NHS England is also seeking views on which specialised services should
be prioritised for ‘service reviews’ as part of a rolling programme of
reviewing how each specialised service is delivered. NHS England is
writing to all providers of specialised services, Clinical Reference Groups
and associated patient groups seeking their views on where to
concentrate efforts over next 12 – 24 months.
I would like to thank all patients on ward 31 who assisted the
TKPA by filling out the survey that I circulated and for those who
took the time to contact their local MPs to raise their concerns.

Keith Vickers
Secretary

Diabetic Nephropathy
Kidney Disease
Kidney disease is also known as diabetic
nephropathy
Kidney disease amongst diabetics is commonly
called diabetic nephropathy.
Approximately 40% of people with diabetes will
develop nephropathy.
Diabetes affects the arteries of the body and as the kidneys filter blood
from many arteries, kidney problems are a particular risk for people with
diabetes.
What is diabetic nephropathy?
Nephropathy is a general term for the deterioration of proper functioning
in the kidneys.
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At an advanced level, this is called end-stage renal disease or ESRD.
ESRD often stems from diabetes, with diabetes causing just under half of
all cases.
Diabetic nephropathy can affect people with both type 1 and type 2
diabetes.
Diabetic nephropathy is divided into five stages of deterioration, with the
final one being ESRD.
It commonly takes over 20 years for patients to reach stage 5.
Symptoms of kidney disease
The symptoms of diabetic nephropathy tend to become apparent once
the condition has reached the later stages.
Typically the following symptoms may start to be noticed around stage
four of its progression:


Swelling of the ankles, feet, lower legs or hands caused by retention
of water



Darker urine, caused by blood in the urine



Becoming short of breath, when climbing the stairs for instance



Tiredness as a result of a lack of oxygen in the blood



Nausea or vomiting

To help catch nephropathy before the later stages develop, people with
diabetes should be screened for kidney complications once a year. The
screening test involves a simple urine sample which is tested to detect
whether protein is present in the urine
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Kidney patients asked to prepare for unpredictable flu
season
Public Health England and the NHS have today launched their campaign
urging the most at-risk groups to take up free flu vaccination.
Last winter only 55% of people with kidney disease received their free flu
vaccine.
Immunisation against flu is particularly important for protecting people
with chronic kidney disease and other related diseases such as diabetes
and heart disease.
These chronic diseases can affect the
immune system, making it harder to
fight off infection and the
consequence can be admission to
hospital and time in intensive care.
It is a sad fact that people with
chronic renal disease are
approximately 19 times more likely
to die if they develop flu than
individuals who have no other
underlying health condition.
Dr Paul Cosford, Director for Health
Protection and Medical Director at
Public Health England says:
"People with certain long-term health conditions are at much greater risk
of becoming seriously unwell if they catch flu and sadly, many end up in
hospital. The best way people can protect themselves from flu is to take
up the offer of free vaccination from their GP. Even people whose health
conditions are well managed and who lead otherwise healthy lives should
still have the flu vaccine – it's free because you need it."
Ask for your free flu vaccine at your GP surgery and don't miss out this
year, it may also be possible that your household may also be eligible.
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Tyneside Kidney Patients Association
(T.K.P.A.)

THE QUAYSIDE, NEWCASTLE
TUESDAY 10TH MARCH 2015
6:45pm UNTIL 11:00pm
GENERAL MEETING
GUEST SPEAKER
DINNER TO BE SERVED AT 8:30pm
THIS EVENT IS FREE TO ALL RENAL PATIENTS

PLACES ARE LIMITED SO PLEASE BOOK EARLY

Keith Vickers TKPA Secretary
87 Harton House Road
South Shields
Ne34 6eb
tkpa.secretary@gmail.com
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Trying to keep those energy
bills under control?
Many big energy providers are giving away boilers, plus loft and cavity
wall insulation, to people who get tax credits and have an income of
£15,860 or less, or are receiving certain benefits such as pension credit.
But British Gas is giving away free loft and cavity wall insulation to
anyone with a suitable home - you don't need to meet the benefit
criteria.

Free boilers

Energy providers' freebies used to focus on free loft and cavity wall
insulation. Boilers are also up for grabs from some providers.

What can you get?
A new boiler typically costs £2,300, according to the Energy Saving
Trust, so this is a fabulous freebie. If your boiler isn't inefficient, just
broken, you may be offered a repair, rather than a new boiler.
The offer includes fitting, though there may be an extra cost if an
engineer needs to carry out extra work, for example, it needs moving or
you need extra radiators. You should be told about this beforehand.

Who can get it?
You're likely to qualify if:
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You get tax credits and have a household income of less than
£15,860, or...
You receive income-based benefits, such as pension credit or income
support, and you’ve either children, a disabled person in the
household, or are over 60.

You won't be able to get a free boiler if you live in a housing association
property or are a council tenant. Instead, this will be arranged through
their own schemes.
The criteria's complex, so a quick way to check if you qualify is to call the
Energy Saving Advice Service and answer a few basic questions on 0300
123 1234 (England), 0800 512 012 (Wales) or 0808 808 22 82
(Scotland). Also see providers' criteria in How to get it.

What kind of boiler do you need to have?
You need to have a broken or inefficient boiler. If you've a new-ish,
working A or B rated boiler, you probably won't qualify.
This is decided on a case-by-case basis through a free inspection. It's
based on a number of factors, including the boiler's efficiency, age and
condition.
The energy companies will usually just replace gas boilers, not oil. If you
don't have a boiler already, you can't get a new system installed.

How much can you save?
The Energy Saving Trust says boilers account for about 55% of what
people spend each year on energy bills, so an efficient boiler makes a big
difference. Depending on your boiler's age, a shiny new efficient one
could save you up to £300/year.
Its likely new boilers are top of many homebuyers' wish lists, so this
could boost your house price too.

How long will it take?
The energy companies say it typically takes four to 12 weeks from when
you first apply to get the boiler installed. Fitting the boiler usually takes
from a few days to a week, though it varies depending on property.
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How do I get a free boiler?
Just call a provider for a free assessment. You're free to pick any energy
company offering the deal - you don't need to be a customer.
All deals are ongoing, with no limit on the number of free installations.

Free loft and cavity wall insulation
Cavity wall and loft insulation can slice about £300 off energy bills each
year, and energy firms are offering them free to certain groups.

What can you get?
Some of the big six providers are giving away free loft and cavity wall
insulation.




Cavity wall insulation. Most homes built since 1920 have a gap
between internal and external walls. Filling the cavity with insulating
mineral wool and foam means cold air's kept out, and warm air
stays in.
Loft insulation. Up to a quarter of your home's heat escapes
through the roof, but you can solve this by laying mineral wool
under the rafters.

Who can get this?
British Gas is currently the only energy provider with no restrictions on
your income or the number of benefits you're receiving for free
insulation.
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The others require you to get child tax credit and have an income of
£15,860 or under, or to be receiving certain benefits such as pension
credit. See providers' eligibility criteria below.
You won't be able to get free insulation - worth around £700 - if you live
in a housing association property or are a council tenant. The idea is they
will arrange to do this for you though their own schemes.
A quick way to check if you qualify is to call the Energy Saving Trust and
answer a few basic questions on 0300 123 1234 (England), 0800 512
012 (Wales) or 0808 808 22 82 (Scotland).

Is your property suitable?
Not all properties are suitable for cavity wall or loft insulation. Most
providers conduct a free survey.
You usually won't qualify if...




You live in a flat and can't co-ordinate with all other tenants.
Your home is timber or metal-framed, or made from natural stone
or concrete.
If you've damp problems. The Energy Saving Trust says you should
sort these out first.

You may need to pay extra for scaffolding to get the insulation fitted.
These costs aren't included in some offers.

How much can you save?
The Energy Saving Trust reckons cavity insulation typically costs £400 to
install (including building work), and can save an average three-bedroom
home up to £140/year on its bills. Loft insulation costs about £300 and
can save £150 per year.

How do I get free insulation?
Just call a provider for a free assessment. You're free to pick any provider
- you don't need to be a customer.
If you qualify for it, our top pick is...


British Gas. It's the only provider giving insulation away free to
those with a qualifying home. Call it on all 0800 294 9126 or see its
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eligibility criteria.(Two key points are that council and housing
association homes have their own schemes, so aren’t included, and
if you live in a flat the whole block will need to get it.)
If your home doesn't meet the British Gas requirements, these providers
give free insulation but only to those who meet the benefits criteria. All
offers are ongoing, with no limit on the number of free installations.





EDF. Fill out an application form online or call 0800 096 8634. See
its eligibility criteria.
E.on. Apply via E.on's site or call 0330 4001195. See its eligibility
criteria.
Npower. Apply on Npower's site or call 0800 072 1740. Also see its
eligibility checker.
Scottish & Southern. Call 0800 975 2844 or fill out an online
enquiry form. See its eligibility criteria.

This piece was written with information updated on the 25th January
2015

Donations to the TKPA
Should you wish to donate items for our tombola or raffle prizes you can
leave them with the ward clerks on Ward 31, Lynn and Lydia will be glad
to take them from you and hold them until we are able to collect.
We would like to thank everyone who has donated prizes & would like to
apologise if we do not thank you personally as we do not always get your
name.
If you have any items you wish to donate and are not visiting the
Freeman please give one of the following numbers a ring and it may be
possible to collect from your home.
Vanessa Hardy 0191 3733238
Doreen Adamson 07890 430881
Keith Vickers 07588 724530
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Contact details you may find useful
Renal Social
Workers
The best way to contact one of the renal social workers is to go by the
administration officer. You can do this by:
 phoning Newcastle Hospitals on (0191) 213 7393 and asking for the
renal social workers at the Freeman
 E-mail to socialworkadminFRH@newcastle.gov.uk
 Fax to (0191) 285 3455
 Post to Renal Social Worker, Adult Services Directorate.

Current committee 2014-15
Trustees
Vanessa Hardy Chairwoman 07789 867368
E-mail: QUEBECZOO@sky.com

David Errington Vice-chairman (01670) 790300
E-mail daviderrington@tiscali.co.uk

Keith Vickers Secretary/ Editor 07588 724530
(As an interim appointment)
E-mail: tkpa.secretary@icloud.com
87 Harton House Road, South Shields
Tyne and Wear. NE34 6EB
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Ian Gill Treasurer 0191 252 4719
E-mail:joyce-and-ian@supanet.com

Committee members

*Joan Longstaff 0191 2576650
Email dustywhippet@hotmail.com
*Doreen Adamson 01661 886568
*Steve Bell
Email bellstevie@live.co.uk
*Keith Vickers 07588 724530
Email Keith.Vickers@icloud.com

Telephone Helpline and Peer Support –
David Errington Vice-chairman (01670) 790300
E-mail daviderrington@tiscali.co.uk
Joan Longstaff 0191 2576650
Email dustywhippet@hotmail.com

Alan Bond membership secretary 0191 4281 702
Email bond504@btinternet.com
TKPA Website: www.tynesidekpa.org.uk

National Kidney Federation: www.kidney.org.uk
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URGENT RENAL CARE
Any Newcastle dialysis or kidney transplant patient who needs advice
about an URGENT medical problem that relates specifically to their
underlying kidney disease/treatment should telephone one of the
following numbers>>>>>>>>

Chronic haemodialysis patients telephone Ward 31 on 0191 2137031
(or if unobtainable phone Ward 32 on 0191 2137032

Funny Medical Quotes
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These are actual statements taken from medical interview records
written by various paramedics, emergency room receptionists and
Doctors at various American Hospitals


The patient had waffles for breakfast and anorexia for lunch.




The baby was delivered, the cord clamped and cut and handed to
the paediatrician, who breathed and cried immediately.




The patient was in his usual state of good health until his airplane
ran out of fuel and crashed.




I saw your patient today, who is still under our car for physical
therapy.




The patient lives at home with his mother, father, and pet turtle,
who is presently enrolled in day care three times a week.




Examination of the genitalia was completely negative except for the
right foot.




While in the emergency room, she was examined, X-rated and sent
home.




The skin was moist and dry.




The lab test indicated abnormal lover function.




Coming from Detroit, this man has no children.




Patient was alert and unresponsive.




When she fainted, her eyes rolled around the room.




Rectal exam revealed a normal size thyroid.
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Do you wish to be involved by contributing articles or assisting
with publishing?
Are there items or stories you would like to be covered?
Have you had a holiday while on dialysis and want to let other
patients know how it was planned?
Have you a story to tell, let us know

Newsletter edited and published by Keith Vickers
tkpa.secretary@gmail.com
February 2015
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